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Coherent exclusive vector meson electroproduction is a key physics channel at an electron-ion
collider. It probes the gluon structure of nuclei over a wide range of Q2, and can be used to measure
nuclear shadowing and to search for gluon saturation and/or the colored glass condensate. In this
paper, we present calculations of the kinematic distributions for a variety of exclusive vector meson
final states: the ρ, φ, J/ψ, ψ′ and the Υ states. The cross-sections for light and cc mesons are large,
while Υ states should be produced in moderate numbers at a medium energy EIC (the proposed
U.S. designs) and in large numbers at the LHeC. We investigate the acceptances for these states,
as a function of detector rapidity coverage. A large-acceptance detector is needed to cover the
full range photon-nucleon collision energies produced at an EIC; a forward detector is required to
observe vector mesons from the most energetic photon interactions, and thereby probe gluons at
the lowest possible Bjorken-x values.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent vector meson (VM) photoproduction and
electroproduction are important channels for investigat-
ing the composition of protons and nuclear targets [1].
The reactions have large cross-sections and simple final
states, and are expected to play a key role at an upcom-
ing Electron-Ion Collider (EIC), where they will be used
to study the parton structure of protons and nuclear tar-
gets.
In coherent VM photoproduction an incident photon
fluctuates to a quark-antiquark (qq) pair which then scat-
ters elastically from the target, emerging as a VM. The
scattering occurs via the exchange of a color-neutral ob-
ject, either a meson (at low photon energies) or the
Pomeron (for higher photon energies). In some calcu-
lations, the meson exchange is treated as a Regge-pole
exchange [2]. In dipole models, the incident qq is treated
as a dipole which interacts with the target [3–5].
Because the Pomeron is mostly gluonic, exclusive VM
production cross-sections can be related to the gluon
structure functions [6, 7] using perturbative quantum
chromodynamics. The higher the photon energy, the
lower the Bjorken-x of the target gluon that can be
probed. However, because the Pomeron consists of at
least two gluons, and has internal structure, the rela-
tionship between gluon structure functions and photopro-
duction/electroproduction cross-sections is more complex
than for reactions like photoproduction of open charm or
dijets. Analyses need to account for the second gluon in
determining gluon structure functions. Alternately, one
can perform calculations in a colored-glass condensate
framework [8].
Most of these models produce predictions which are
in good agreement with existing data from the HERA
Collider, which studied the photoproduction of light and
heavy (charmed and bottom) quarkonium in ep collisions
over a broad range of photon energies and Q2.
Unfortunately, HERA never accelerated ion targets.
Ion targets exhibit nuclear shadowing, a modification of
the gluon density in nuclear targets compared to those
in single nucleons. The higher density may also lead to
new phenomena, such as saturation, whereby multiple
low Bjorken-x gluons recombine into a single gluon. This
can happen in individual nucleons, but is more likely in
heavy nuclei, where the gluon density is larger. These
phenomena can be accurately studied experimentally at
an electron-ion collider by comparing the cross-sections
for VM photoproduction in ep and eA collisions. Many
of the theoretical uncertainties cancel out in the ratio,
allowing nuclear effects to be studied. The CEBAF ac-
celerator studies electro- and photo- production, but it
is limited to a maximum photon energy of 12 GeV, suf-
ficient only to study production light quark quarkonium
on gluons with Bjorken-x ' 0.1.
Coherent VM photoproduction on heavy ion targets
has been studied with ultra-peripheral collisions, but
there the Q2 is fixed by the VM mass. Q2 ≈ (MV /2)2.
Data from STAR [9–11] and PHENIX [12] at RHIC and
from ALICE [13, 14] and CMS [15] at the LHC show that
VM photoproduction is moderately suppressed compared
to Glauber model extrapolations of a proton baseline [16].
However, exploring how these nuclear effects scale with
Q2 requires an electron-ion collider.
Planned EIC studies go far beyond measurements of
the cross-sections [1]. The distribution of momentum
transfers from the nuclear target, dσ/dt is sensitive to
the distribution of interaction sites within the nucleus,
and so is sensitive to phenomena like saturation or the
colored glass condensate [17]. dσ/dt exhibits a diffractive
pattern, with maxima and minima that are characteristic
of the density profile of the nuclear target. Gluon shad-
owing is largest in the interior of a nucleus, and smaller
on the outer surfaces [18–20], so it should alter the dis-
tribution of interaction points within the nucleus, and so
alter the shape of dσ/dt. The transverse momentum is
conjugate to transverse position, so one can use dσ/dt
into determine, via a Fourier-Bessel (Hanckel) transform
the effective shape of the nuclear target [11, 17].
Observing these diffraction patterns in dσ/dt in detail
requires very large numbers of events; the STAR analy-
sis [11] used about 300,000 events. Tracking how dσ/dt
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2varies with Q2 and other kinematic variables require or-
ders of magnitude more events. This requires both the
very high luminosities planned for an EIC, and also large-
acceptance detectors.
In this paper, we calculate the rates and kinematic dis-
tributions for photo-production (photon virtuality Q2 ≈
0) and electroproduction (Q2 >≈ 1 GeV2) of a variety
of VMs. We consider three possible accelerators: eR-
HIC proposed at Brookhaven National Laboratory [21],
JLEIC proposed at Jefferson Lab [22] and LHeC pro-
posed at CERN [23] . The plans for these accelerators
are still evolving; we use the specifications from recent
references, summarized in Tab. I. We also consider col-
lisions at the now-decommissioned HERA accelerator at
DESY as a check of the calculations.
The main goal of this paper is to present experimen-
tally useful cross-sections and kinematic distributions at
these accelerators, to facilitate designing detectors and
planning an experimental program. We consider a wide
variety of VMs, including the ρ, ω, ρ′, and J/ψ, ψ(2S)
and Υ. Our calculations take, as input, data from HERA.
However, high-energy electroproduction (at large Q2) on
ion targets has not been studied; in this region, we rely
on theoretically informed extrapolations.
One key variable for experimental design is the pseudo-
rapidity of the final state particles, including the daugh-
ters from the VM decay. The decay angles account for
the photon polarization. To facilitate studies of detec-
tor acceptances, we have put our work in the form of an
event generator which generates lookup tables which can
then be used to quickly generate VMs and decay them to
produce experimentally visible final states. We used the
framework of the STARlight Monte Carlo generator [24]
as a starting point. It simulates a wide variety of VM fi-
nal states, produced on a wide range of ions. It has been
shown to do an excellent job of reproducing the cross-
sections and kinematic distributions for ρ0 photoproduc-
tion at RHIC [10] and the LHC [14]. It underestimates
the cross-sections for heavier VMs like the J/ψ, because
it does not include gluon shadowing, but it largely repro-
duces the kinematics of the process [15, 25]. We made
extensive additions to the code, to accommodate photons
emission over a wide photon range, to track the outgoing
electron, and to correctly model the photonuclear cross-
sections and decay angular distributions for a wide range
of Q2. The code, dubbed eSTARlight, used here is avail-
able on request.
This code covers similar reactions as the Sartre gener-
ator [17, 26]. Sartre has a more detailed model for coher-
ent and incoherent production, but eSTARlight handles
a wider range of final states and a more detailed model
of the final state angular distributions.
Accelerator Collision Electron Heavy Ion
System Energy Energy
eRHIC [21] ep 18 GeV 275 GeV
- eA 18 GeV 100 GeV/nucleon
JLEIC [22] ep 10 GeV 100 GeV
- eA 10 GeV 40 GeV/nucleon
LHeC [23] ep 60 GeV 7 TeV
- eA 60 GeV 2.8 TeV/nucleon
HERA ep 27.5 GeV 920 GeV
TABLE I. The characteristics for the accelerators considered
here. The ion energies are per-nucleon. JLEIC and LHeC
studies plan on lead beams, while eRHIC is focused on gold
for its heavy ion running.
II. CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS
The cross-section for production of a VM V on a target
A may be written as
σ(eA→ eAV )
∫
dW
∫
dk
∫
dQ2
d2Nγ
dkdQ2
σγ∗A→V A(W,Q2)
(1)
where d2Nγ/dkdQ
2 is the photon flux, W is the γp center
of mass energy, k is the photon energy, Q2 is the photon
virtuality, σγ∗A→V A(W,Q2) is the γA cross-section.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of elastic VM elec-
troproduction reactions e(p)X(P ) → e(p′)V (v)X(P ′),
together with some of the relevant kinematic variables:
• Q2 = −q2 = −(p− p′)2, the negative of the invari-
ant mass of the exchanged photon;
• y = (q·P )/(p·P ), the fraction of the electron energy
transferred to hadronic final state in the rest frame
of the initial state proton (target frame);
• W 2 = (q + P )2, the squared invariant mass of the
photon-proton system;
• t = (P−P ′)2, the four-momentum transfer squared
at the proton vertex;
• Bjorken-x = Q2/(2P · q), the momentum of the
struck gluon in the target.
When k2  Q2 (most of the phase space), one can
determine the Bjorken-x values from x = Q2/2kmp [27],
where mp is the proton mass. The most energetic pho-
tons probe the lowest x values, producing VMs at far
forward rapidities.
A. Photon flux
In the frame of reference where the target is at rest,
the photon flux is [28]:
d2Nγ
dkdQ2
=
α
pi
dk
k
dQ2
Q2
[
1− k
Ee
+
k2
2E2e
−
(
1− k
Ee
)∣∣∣∣Q2minQ2
∣∣∣∣]
(2)
3FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of elastic VM electroproduction
σ(eX → eV X), illustrating the relevant kinematic variables.
where Ee is the electron energy. The photon flux is pre-
dominantly at small values of Q2, with the minimum Q2
Q2min =
m2ek
2
Ee(Ee − k) (3)
which depends on the final state, while the maximum Q2
is determined by the electron energy loss,
Q2max = 4Ee(Ee − k). (4)
To avoid a slightly problematic endpoint region, we re-
quire k < Ee − 10me, with negligible overall effect.
The value Qmax is the maximum momentum ex-
changed allowed for a photon emitted by an electron.
In order for the photon to interact coherently with the
target, the fluctuation into a qq dipole must live long
enough to probe the entire target [29]. This sets a max-
imum value for the virtuality in terms of the coherence
time (or length) of the boosted dipole:
lc =
2k
Q2 +M2V
. (5)
When lc is less than the nuclear radius, RA, then full
longitudinal coherence is lost. As will be discussed below,
we impose a minimum requirement on k to require lc >
RA.
Unlike in the case of photo-production, exchanged vir-
tual photons are polarized with important consequences
to the angular distribution of both the final state meson
and the direction of the decay products. Although many
theoretical approaches are given in the literature, they
are generally complex and the full treatment is outside
the scope of this generator. We instead use parameteri-
zations of existing data, as is discussed in section III B.
B. Photonuclear cross-sections
The coherent photonuclear cross-sections are based on
parameterizations of σ(γp → V p) from HERA data, as
given in Ref. [30], and updated in Ref. [24]. These
cross-sections are for real photons, We included the Q2
dependence following Eq. 49 of Ref. [31]:
σγ∗A→V A(W,Q2) = f(MV )σ(W,Q2 = 0)
(
M2V
M2V +Q
2
)n
(6)
where σ(W,Q2 = 0) is the cross-section for VM photo-
production with real photons and
n = c1 + c2(Q
2 +M2V ), (7)
where c1 and c2 for ρ and φ are taken from fits in [32].
For J/ψ the constants are determined by us by fitting the
HERA data with the same functional form. The values
are given in Table II. Typically, f(MV ) is a Breit-Wigner
function [30], but it may also include additional compo-
nents, such as continuum direct pi+pi− production.
For some mesons, experimental data on the Q2 evolu-
tion of the cross-section is lacking, so we use the values
for similar mesons. We use the same c1 and c2 for the
ρ′ and ω as for the ρ, and take the ψ(2S) and Υ values
from the J/ψ, even though there are theoretical indica-
tions that the cross-sections to produce radially excited
mesons have a different Q2 evolution than the 1S levels
[33, 34].
For proton targets, σ(W,Q2 = 0) may be parameter-
ized as the sum of two power laws [35]:
σ(W,Q2 = 0) = σPW
 + σMW
η. (8)
The first term is for production by Pomeron exchange,
while the second is for meson exchange. The parameters
σP , , σM and η depend on the produced meson. For light
mesons  = 0.22 [30], so the cross-section rises slowly with
increasing W . For heavy (charmed/bottom) mesons, 
is larger, and a more sophisticated parameterization is
used to account for threshold effects [24]. The second,
meson-exchange term is only present for the ρ and ω.
η is negative, usually in the range −1.2 to −1.9, so this
contribution is most important for lower photon energies.
Nevertheless, it is a significant contributor to the cross-
section at medium-energy EICs.
For heavier targets, we calculate the cross-section using
a quantum Glauber calculation [36] which accounts for
the possibility of a single incident qq dipole interacting
multiple times as it traverses the target. This is most
important for the largest dipoles, i. e. for lighter mesons
with Q2 ≈ 0. The procedure follows Ref. [30], except
that its Eq. (12) is replaced with:
σtot.(V A) =
∫
d2~r 2
[
1− e−0.5∗σtot(V p)TAA(~r)]. (9)
where σtot.(V A) is the total vector-meson nucleon cross-
section, σtot(V p) is the total VM-proton cross-section,
and TAA(~r) is the nuclear thickness function calculated
for a Woods-Saxon nuclear density distribution.
Compared to a classical Glauber calculation (Eq. 12 of
Ref. [30]) which gives a much better match to the data for
4Meson c1 c2 (10
−2GeV−2)
ρ 2.09± 0.10 0.73± 0.18
φ 2.15± 0.17 0.74± 0.46
J/ψ 2.36± 0.20 0.29± 0.43
TABLE II. Coefficents c1 and c2 for VM photoproduction in
Eq. 7. The values and uncertainties for ρ and φ are reported
in [32]. For J/ψ the values were determined by us a least
squares fit to HERA data.
ρ0 photoproduction in UPCs, Eq. 9 increases the cross-
section for ρ0 photoproduction by more than a factor of
two; the difference is much smaller for other mesons. The
difference drops as Q2 rises. The discrepancy between
the quantum Glauber calculation and the data is also
explainable as due to nuclear shadowing [37].
At large Q2, the longitudinal coherence length, Eq.
5 may be shorter than the nuclear thickness, 2RA, and
complete longitudinal coherence may be lost. We avoid
this region by requiring M2V + Q
2 < 2~k/RA. This re-
quirement restricts near-threshold production.
III. FINAL STATE GENERATION
To study detector acceptances, we simulate the decays
of the produced VMs into their final states, accounting
for the VM polarization, and simulate complete events,
including the outgoing electron and proton/ion. This
requires being able to rapidly select events with a given
W , k and Q2 with appropriate weighting.
A. Sampling
Because the cross-sections depend on so many kine-
matic variables, and are so sensitive to Q2, it is impracti-
cal to calculate and then sample from a sufficiently multi-
dimensional lookup table. Instead, we refactorize and de-
couple the cross-section to encode the cross-section into
two-dimensional tables which can be relatively quickly
generated, and then used to generate events very quickly.
To account for the rapid change in cross-section as Q2
varies, we write the full cross section as:
d3σ
dWdkdQ2
= n(k,Q2)σ(W,Q2)f(MV ) (10)
where f(MV ) is a Breit-Wigner function for broad res-
onances (direct pi+pi− can be included), n(k,Q2) is the
photon flux discussed in 2 and σ(W,Q2) is the differen-
tial electro-nuclear cross-section discussed in section II B.
For narrow resonances, f(MV ) is a delta function.
These terms decouple the cross-section, a function of
three variables, into three separate functions with 2 and 1
variable respectively, which are used to generate the look-
up tables in the simulations. The ranges and number of
elements in the tables are matched the required kinematic
range and precision. The range in W depends on the
final state meson mass and width, while the range for k
is depends on the relevant accelerator parameters.
Events are generated using rejection sampling. To aid
in rejection sampling, we also define a third look-up table
storing the single differential photon flux:
n(k) =
∫ Q2max
Q2min
dQ2n(k,Q2). (11)
Each look-up table is generated during program initial-
ization. They are normalized by the maximum value
within the kinematic range selected for the simulation,
and so are made dimensionless, in the range from 0 to 1.
A value of MV is drawn (in the case of wide resonances)
along with a random variable x0, and MV is accepted if
f(MV ) > x0. Once the finals state mass is generated, a
value of k is drawn along with a second random number
x1, and the value of k is accepted if N(k) > x1. If not,
another pair is drawn.
Next, the photon virtuality is selected, again using re-
jection sampling. A value of Q2 is drawn, along with an-
other random number, x2. The value of Q
2 is accepted
if n(k,Q2) > x2. Additional pairs are generated until a
pair passes this criteria. Once a (k,Q2) pair is accepted
and photon + Pomeron vertex is constructed given the
invariant mass of the hadronic final state W . One last
variable x3 is drawn and the full event (γ
∗+X → V +X)
is accepted if σ(W,Q2) > x3, otherwise the procedure
starts anew.
The VM pT is the vector sum of the photon and Pomeron
pT . The deflection of the scattered electron (θe) is deter-
mined by momentum transfer Q2:
Q2 = 2Ee(Ee − k)(1− cos θe). (12)
The photon pT is obtained through momentum conser-
vation qT = (Ee − k) sin θe.
The momentum transfer from the nuclear targets has
perpendicular and longitudinal components, t⊥ and t||,
where t|| is determined by the VM mass and longitudinal
momentum conservation, so t|| = M2V /2k; usually t|| 
t⊥. t⊥ is generated through rejection sampling following
the distribution:
σ(AA→ AAV ) =(13)
2
∫ ∞
0
dk
dNγ(k)
dk
∫ ∞
tmin
dt
dσ(γA→ V A)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
|F (t)|2
where F (t) is the form factor of the target nucleus [38].
The value for tmin = (M
2
V /2k)
2 is fixed for narrow res-
onances, but may change event-by-event for wide reso-
nances. Here, for simplicity, tmin is always fixed in order
to explicitly decouple the MV dependence and reduce the
dimensions of the look-up tables used for event genera-
tion.
For heavy ions, the form factor is taken to be the con-
volution of a hard sphere potential with the Yukawa po-
5tential with a range of 0.7 fm:
F (t) =
4piρ0
Aq3
[
sin(tRA)− tRA cos(tRA)
]( 1
1 + a2t2
)
.
(14)
Especially for lighter VMs, this form factor produces
diffractive minima when t is a multiple of pi/RA. It
should be noted that the positions of these dips may vary
due to phenomena like nuclear shadowing or saturation
[37].
For protons, a dipole form factor is used [39]
F (t) =
1
(1 + q2/0.71GeV2)2
. (15)
The dipole form factor predicts a featureless spectrum,
decreasing with increasing t, in contrast to some satura-
tion models which predict the presence of diffractive dips
even with proton targets, [40].
B. Final state angular distributions
Once the relevant kinematic variables have been ob-
tained, a final random number is drawn to determine the
azimuthal direction of the momentum transfer. In the
limit Q2 → 0, the photons are linearly polarized trans-
verse to the beam direction; they can be decomposed
into a mixture of 50% right-handed and 50% left-handed
photons. The VM retains the photon spin state, and the
angular distributions come from the relevant spherical
harmonics and Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. As the
photon Q2 rises, the photons can also be longitudinally
polarized, along the direction of motion, and the angular
distributions become more complicated. The modifi-
cations to the the VM electroproduction cross-sections
have been previously investigated, and in fact, at high
enough values of Q2 can be obtained perturbatively.
However, the evolution with Q2 is complex, so we use
the phenomenological approach described in Ref. [41].
We describe the VM decay in the helicity system,
which is given in terms of the three angles illustrated
in Fig. 2 [31, 41]:
• The angle between the electron scattering plane
and VM production plane (plane defined by the
VM and incoming proton) φ.
• The angle between VM production plane and the
decay plane ϕ.
• The polar angle, measured in the decay plane, of
the positive decay product θ.
Following the same arguments, and under the approx-
imation of s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC) , the
longitudinal-to-transverse cross-section ratio (RV ) for a
VM V can be written as follows:
RV (W
2, Q2) =
σL,γ∗p→V p
σT,γ∗p→V p
=
(Q2 +m2V,T )
2
m4V,T
ξ2V
[
pi
2
m2V,L
Q2
− m
3
V,L√
Q2(Q2 +m2V,L)
−m
2
V,L
Q2
arctan
(mV,L√
Q2
)]2
(16)
This expression has three parameters. mV,L and mV,T
are modified pole masses, and ξV is the ratio of the imag-
inary forward scattering cross-sections for longitudinally
and transversely polarized VMs. These parameters were
determined in [41], by fitting to HERA data for the ρ
and φ mesons:
ξρ = 1.06, m
2
ρ,T = 0.68m
2
ρ, m
2
ρ,L = 0.71m
2
ρ
ξφ = 0.9, m
2
φ,T = 0.41m
2
φ, m
2
φ,L = 0.57m
2
φ
(17)
These fits are successful at describing the HERA data,
but similar results are not available for the heavier VMs
which are of particular interests for an EIC. So, we make
the the following simplification:
ξV → 1, m2V,L = m2V,T → 0.6M2V (18)
where MV is the actual mass of the VM.
The ratios RV are of particular interest since they can
be related to elements of the VM spin matrix r by the
following expression:
R =
1

r0400
1− r0400
(19)
where  is the polarization parameter of the virtual pho-
ton, itself given by:
 ' 1− y
1− y + y2/2 , y =
P · q
P · p = 1−
E′e
Ee
cos2
(
θ
2
)
(20)
In the SCHC limit the angle φ is described by a uni-
form distribution. Although previous studies have shown
that this can violated by as much as 10% in electropro-
duction of VMs [41], there is no consistent treatment for
all VM species. So, we assume SCHC holds, and take the
single differential distributions (integrated over φ and ϕ
or θ respectively) to sample during event generation. For
spin-0 VM, such as ρ and φ, the angular distributions
are, after integration [31]:
Ω(cos θ) ∝ 1− r0400 + (3r0400 − 1) cos2(θ) (21)
Ω(cosϕ) ∝ 1− 2r041−1 cos(2ϕ) (22)
while for the spin-1/2 states, similar expressions can be
obtained [35]:
6FIG. 2. Schematic drawing indicating the relevant angles used in describing the VM production ep → eV p and subsequent
decay V → X+X−: the angle between the electron scattering plane and the VM production plane φ, the angle between the
production plane and the decay plane ϕ and the decay plane polar angle of the positive decay daughter θ.
Ω(cos θ) ∝ 1 + r0400 + (1− 3r0400) cos2(θ) (23)
Ω(cosϕ) ∝ 1 + r041−1 cos(2ϕ) (24)
In both cases, fits to the data yield a value for r041−1 that
is consistent with zero, so we take it to be zero, with the
angle ϕ uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2pi]. The
angle θ is generated once the kinematics of the event have
been determined, obtaining the value of spin matrix ele-
ment r0400 from the photon Q
2 and using the phenomeno-
logical fit in Eq. 16 together with Eqs. 19 and 20.
IV. RESULTS: CROSS-SECTIONS AND
KINEMATIC DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we present calculations for the produc-
tion of a variety of mesons in ep and eA collisions. We
consider two ranges of Q2: Q2min < Q
2 < 1 GeV2 (photo-
production, PP) , and Q2 > 1 GeV2 (electroproduction,
EP). The 1 GeV2 dividing line is chosen following Chap-
ter 3 of Ref. [1].
As a check, we compared our results with observations
from the HERA collider, a sample of which are shown
in Figure 3. Panels (a) and (b) show the photo-nuclear
cross sections σ(γp→ V p) vs Q2 for ρ and J/ψ compared
to the experimental data obtained at HERA by the the
H1 and ZEUS experiments [32, 42]. The third panel (c)
shows the photo-nuclear cross section for φ production
versus the invariant mass of the hadronic system (W ) for
a single Q2 bin.
Tables III and IV show, respectively, the photo-
production and electroproduction σ(eX → eV X) cross
sections and expected rates for different species at the
different accelerators. The rate calculations are for an
integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 for protons, and 10
fb−1/nucleon for heavy ions. The much larger cross-
sections for ions are mostly offset by the decreased per-
ion lumosity, leading to only slightly higher rates for eA
collisions than for ep. The use of a quantum Glauber
calculation and neglect of shadowing could lead to some
over-estimation in the cross-sections for ion targets.
The electroproduction rates are roughly 100 times
smaller than the corresponding photoproduction rates;
this is a consequence of the lower photon flux as Q2
rises, coupled with the decrease in the photon-nucleon
cross-section with increasing Q2.
Figure 4 shows the predicted rapidity distribution for ρ
(top) and J/ψ (bottom) production in ep collisions at the
different proposed colliders, and at HERA. The rapidity
is related to the photon energy; neglecting transverse mo-
mentum,
k = MV /2 exp(y). (25)
This is in the lab frame; in the target frame k =
2γIMV /2 exp(y), where γI is the Lorentz boost of the
ion. Large negative rapidity corresponds to low pho-
ton energy, while large positive rapidity corresponds
to high photon energy. The rapidity may also be
used to find the Bjorken-x of the struck parton: x =
MV /(2γImp) exp(−y), where mp is the proton mass. To
probe low-x gluons, it is necessary to go to forward ra-
pidity.
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FIG. 3. Calculations of photo-nuclear cross sections σ(γp → V p) vs. Q2 (panels a and b) and W (panel c) compared with
HERA data. The x axes for the panels a and b are chosen to match that from the experimental data shown. The data is from
Refs. [32] and [42] respectively.
Accelerator σ Number of events
ρ0 φ J/ψ ψ′ Υ(1S) ρ0 φ J/ψ ψ′ Υ(1S)
eRHIC - ep 5.0 µb 230.0 nb 8.5 nb 1.4 nb 14.0 pb 50 giga 2.3 giga 85 mega 14 mega 140 kilo
eRHIC - eA 870.0 µb 55.0 µb 1.9 µb 320.0 nb 1.2 nb 44 giga 2.8 giga 100 mega 16 mega 60 kilo
JLEIC - ep 3.7 µb 160.0 nb 3.9 nb 600.0 pb 4.3 pb 37 giga 1.6 giga 39 mega 6.0 mega 43 kilo
JLEIC - eA 580.0 µb 33.0 µb 590.0 nb 82.0 nb - 28 giga 1.6 giga 28 mega 3.9 mega -
LHeC - ep 10.0 µb 560.0 nb 47.0 nb 7.8 nb 120.0 pb 100 giga 5.6 giga 470 mega 78 mega 1.2 mega
LHeC - eA 2.3 mb 170.0 µb 15.0 µb 2.9 µb 41.0 nb 110 giga 8.2 giga 720 mega 140 mega 2.0 mega
HERA - ep 7.9 µb 450.0 nb 40.0 nb 6.4 nb 85.0 pb - - - - -
TABLE III. The cross-sections and rates for VM photoproduction (Q2 < 1 GeV2) at the proposed EICs, and at HERA.
Accelerator σ Number of events
ρ0 φ J/ψ ψ′ Υ(1S) ρ0 φ J/ψ ψ′ Υ(1S)
eRHIC - ep 14.0 nb 1.7 nb 570.0 pb 120.0 pb 2.4 pb 140 mega 17 mega 5.7 mega 1.2 mega 24 kilo
eRHIC - eA 730.0 nb 110.0 nb 77.0 nb 19.0 nb 200.0 pb 37 mega 5.6 mega 3.9 mega 960 kilo 10 kilo
JLEIC - ep 10.0 nb 1.2 nb 270.0 pb 55.0 pb 790.0 fb 100.0 mega 12 mega 2.7 mega 550 kilo 7.9 kilo
JLEIC - eA 450.0 nb 67.0 nb 25.0 nb 5.1 nb - 22 mega 3.2 mega 1.2 mega 250 kilo -
LHeC - ep 26.0 nb 3.7 nb 2.9 nb 630.0 pb 18.0 pb 260 mega 37 mega 29 mega 6.3 mega 180 kilo
LHeC - eA 2.0 µb 340.0 nb 560.0 nb 150.0 nb 5.3 nb 100 mega 16 mega 27 mega 7.2 mega 250 kilo
HERA - ep 44.0 nb 6.4 nb 17.0 nb 3.6 nb 120.0 pb - - - - -
TABLE IV. The cross-sections and rates for VM electroproduction (Q2 > 1 GeV2) at the proposed EICs and at HERA.
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FIG. 4. Predictions for dN/dy for a) ρ and b) J/ψ meson
production in ep collisions at the different proposed facilities.
For the ρ, two peaks are visible in the distributions.
The negative rapidity (low-energy k) peak corresponds
mostly to production via meson exchange near thresh-
old, while the positive rapidity (higher k) peak is from
Pomeron exchange. For the J/ψ, only the second peak
is present; it is sharper than for the ρ because of the
faster increase in cross-section with increasing k. Meson
exchange contributes a significant fraction of the cross-
section for ρ and φ and their excited states; one cannot
neglect it.
Fig. 5 shows the rapidity range for ρ and J/ψ pro-
duction for ep collisions at the eRHIC collider, divided
up into five photon energy bands, showing the relation-
ship between photon energy and rapidity. It is imme-
diately apparent that studying a wide range of photon
energies requires a detector with large acceptance in ra-
pidity; scanning in rapidity is roughly equivalent to scan-
ning in 1/x. One could probe lower photon energies by
running the accelerator at a reduced collision energy, but
the only way to study the highest energy photons is with
a forward detector.
Figure 6 shows predictions for ρ and J/ψ production
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FIG. 5. dσ/dy for production of J/ψ in ep collisions at the
proposed eRHIC accelerator, a) divided up by photon energy
(in the target frame) into five bands. Panel b) shows J/ψ
production for 1 < Q2 < 10 GeV2 divided into four bands
according to the Bjorken-x of the struck parton.
in eA collisions at the different proposed colliders. The
kinematic range available for VM production is reduced
due to the smaller center of mass energy per nucleon in
the system, leading to production over a smaller range in
rapidities. The coherence requirement limits t for larger
ions, reducing production near the photon-nucleon en-
ergy threshold, at large negative rapidities.
A. Electroproduction
Figure 7 shows predictions for dσ/dy for a) ρ and b)
J/Ψ production in ep collisions at eRHIC for four differ-
ent Q2 ranges. The distribution narrows with increasing
Q2.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the ρ and J/ψ cross-
sections with Q2. Following Ref. [8] we plot the ra-
tio of the cross-section on gold and iron targets, scaled
by A−4/3. This scaling is chosen because, in the ab-
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FIG. 6. Predictions for dN/dy for photoproduction eA →
eV A for a) ρ and b) J/ψ at the different proposed colliders.
sence of nuclear effects, the integrand in Eq. (8) reduces
to σtot(V p)TAA(~r) and the coherent forward scattering
cross-section scales as A2. The maximum momentum
transfer decreases as ~/RA ≈ A−1/3. The transverse
phase space decreases as A−2/3, leading to an overall co-
herent cross-section that scales as A4/3. So, without any
nuclear effects, the scaled ratio should be 1. When nu-
clear shadowing is occurs, the ratio will drop.
For the J/ψ, and for the ρ for Q2 ' 5 GeV2, the ra-
tio is slightly greater than 1. In this regime, multiple
interactions by a single dipole are not important. The
rise in ratio slightly above 1 is likely due to the coher-
ence condition, Eq. 5, which allows a larger momentum
transfer t from the iron nuclei than from gold. For the ρ,
as Q2 decreases, the ratio drops to about 0.62, reflecting
a strong nuclear shadowing effect. For the J/ψ, nuclear
shadowing is visible, but it is much smaller than for the
ρ. Charmed quarks are heavy, so the cc dipole is always
small. Both ratios drop at very large Q2, near the kine-
matic limits; these are reached for gold before iron, be-
cause the smaller nuclear size allows a higher maximum
photon energy. These trends are qualitatively similar to
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FIG. 7. Predictions for dσ/dy for electroproduction of a) ρ
and b) J/ψ in ep collisions at the eRHIC for all Q2 and three
different bins: Q2 < 10−2GeV2, 10−2 < Q2 < 1GeV2 and
1 < Q2 < 10GeV2.
those shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [8], which is based on a
model including nuclear saturation.
So, the study of J/ψ electroproduction at large Q2 re-
quires instrumentation at large negative rapidity. This
conclusion also applies to the production of other heavy
mesons, where the cross-section rises rapidly with in-
creasing k.
B. The outgoing electrons and ions
At an EIC, detection of the scattered electron is im-
portant since it provides information on the photon kine-
matics. In most photoproduction reactions, the electron
loses energy but undergoes little deflection; as Q2 rises,
so does the deflection angle. Figure 9 shows the rapid-
ity of the scattered electron for coherent ρ production in
three different Q2 bins. The lower limit of (0.1GeV)2 is
below our definition of electroproduction, but illustrates
what happens at low Q2. For photoproduction, at still
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FIG. 8. The scaled (by A−4/3) ratio of the ρ (black curve)
and J/ψ (red) photoproduction cross-section on lead and iron
targets, as a function of Q2. Without nuclear effects, this
ratio should be 1. At low Q2, the ρ ratio is much less than
one because of nuclear shadowing. As Q2 rises, the nucleus
becomes much more transparent, and the scaled ratio rises to
1. For the J/ψ σγ∗A→V A is always relatively small, so the
nuclear suppression at low Q2is much smaller.
smaller Q2, the deflection angle decreases further, and
a small-angle tracker would be required to observe the
scattered electrons. This is highly desirable, since either
the final state electron or ion must be detected in able to
fully constrain the event kinematics.
The momentum transfer t from the proton/ion is also
of interest, since it is critical in probing the structure of
the target. As long as the outgoing electron is observed, t
can be reconstructed from the VM and electron kinemat-
ics. Figure 10 shows dN/dt for generated J/ψ events in
eA collisions at eRHIC energies for three different nuclear
targets (at 100 GeV/n). Because of the complete kine-
matic determination, deep diffraction minima are visible.
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FIG. 9. Electron scattering angle for J/ψ production at eR-
HIC for three Q2 ranges. The scattering angle also depends
on the photon energy and vector meson mass.
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FIG. 10. Predictions for dN/dt for photoproduction eX →
eJ/ψX at eRHIC for three different nuclear targets: copper,
gold and lead.
This contrasts with ultra-peripheral collisions, where the
photon pT partially fills in these minima [11, 38]. In the
model used here, the diffractive minima depend only on
the size of the target nucleus; saturation effects [1] or
nuclear shadowing [43] can shift the positions of these
minima.
Even though t can be reconstructed using the outgo-
ing electron and VM kinematics, there are still reasons
to observe the outgoing ion directly. The main reason is
to check if the outgoing ion remains intact, or was dis-
sociated or excited. Many excitations lead to observable
changes in the kinematics, but nuclear dissociation has
a much smaller effect on the rest of the event. Outgoing
protons may be detectable with Roman pots, as has been
done with for the RHIC proton beams [44]. However, for
heavy ions, only proton or neutron fragments are likely
to be visible, providing only an indication if the ion dis-
sociated or not. Detectors that use zero-degree calorime-
ters need to account for additional nuclear dissociation
events, which can produce neutrons which may overlap
with VM photoproduction where the target remains in-
tact [45].
C. Final state particle distributions and toy
detector acceptance.
Most VMs have simple final states - two charged parti-
cles -, which, along with the outgoing electron and proton
or ion, constitute the entire final state. The observability
of the final state particles depends on the detector accep-
tance in pseudorapidity, η, and transverse momenta, pT .
We assume that the eventual EIC detectors will have
good coverage down to low pT , so focus on the η depen-
dence.
Fig. 11 shows the η distribution for final state decays
from ρ → pipi, φ → KK, J/ψ → ee, ψ(2s) → ee and
Υ → ee. A double-hump structure is visible for VMs
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FIG. 11. Predictions for the final state decay products pseu-
dorapidity for ρ → pipi, φ → KK, J/ψ → ee, ψ(2s) → ee
and Υ→ ee at eRHIC. The shapes of the ρ and φ final states
are very different from the heavier VMs, due to the different
angular distributions for VMs to decay to two spin 0 mesons,
compared to the angular distribution for two spin 1/2 leptons.
that decay to two spin-0 mesons: the ρ and φ, and absent
for the final states that decay to lepton pairs. This is a
consequence of the different angular distributions in Eqs.
23 and 24, for the two classes of decays [24].
The middle panel in Fig. 12 compares all generated
J/ψ events in ep collisions at eRHIC with final states
where both daughters would be seen in a central de-
tector covering ±1, ±2 or ±3 units of pseudorapidity.
The acceptance drops rapidly with decreasing detector
acceptance. By doubling the coverage (|η| < 1 → 2)
we can achieve the same statistical significance with a
quarter of the number collisions. More importantly, the
limited acceptance reduces the range of photon energies
and Bjorken-x values that can be studied, as can be seen
in Fig. 5.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the kinematics for photoproduction
and electroproduction at an electron-ion collider for a va-
riety of VMs. The kinematic distributions are important
in determining the requirements for EIC detectors. Al-
though the details will depend on the specific accelerator
configuration, some general conclusions may be drawn.
First, rates are very high for light mesons, and even
for the J/ψ. For eRHIC and JLEIC, Υ photoproduction
will produce a useful sample, but the rates for electro-
production are moderate, inadequate for detailed studies
with multi-dimensional binning. At LHeC, the rates for
all mesons are large.
Second, VM photoproduction occurs at a wide range of
rapidities, corresponding to the photon energy. To study
production at low photon energies (overlapping with the
current studies at JLab), requires a detector that is sensi-
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FIG. 12. ( The acceptance for (top) J/ψ and (bottom) ρ pro-
duction in ep collisions at eRHIC for detectors with different
ranges of rapidity acceptance.
tive at large negative rapidities, while studies of produc-
tion at high photon energies, near the kinematic limits,
requires a detector that is sensitive at large positive ra-
pidities.
Third, for photoproduction, the electron deflection an-
gles are very low, particularly for low-energy photons. A
very small angle tagging system will be necessary to com-
pletely reconstruct these events. For electroproduction,
the angles are larger.
Fourth, the pseudorapidity distribution of the particles
from the vector-meson decay depends both on the VM
rapidity and on the spin structure of the decay. Pions
or kaons from VM decays to two spin-0 mesons are more
widely spread in rapidity than dilepton final states.
The need for a large acceptance detector may be par-
tially alleviated by taking data at multiple collision en-
ergies. With a lower electron energy, one can shift the
VM final states toward mid-rapidity, and also increase
the deflection angle of the outgoing electron.
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